
 
 
 
 
 

22-24 July 2016, Super10 Cup Albena 
International Kids Tournament 

 

Venue: tennis courts of Calliope and Sandy Beach, “Albena” resort 

 

Date: 22-24 July 2016 for green level; just 24 July for orange and red level 

 

Courts &surface: 6 clay courts 

 

Organized events: There will be three levels: green, orange and red. 

For green level all players born in 2006 the latest are invited to participate. The first 16 

boys and the first 16 girls will participate, based on the order of entering. 

For orange level all players born in 2007 the latest are invited to participate. 

For red level all players born in 2008 the latest are invited to participate. 

 

Format of play: 

A. SINGLES GREEN LEVEL:  Players will be split into 4 groups of 4 players each, of 

boys and girls separately. The matches at the group level consist of a normal set 

with a tiebreak at 6 games all. Winners of the groups will play the semifinals. 

There will be a match for 3rd place also.The matches in the semifinals and finals 

will be played according to the system of the best 3 short sets (up to 4 games 

with tiebreak at 4 games all) 

B. DOUBLES GREEN LEVEL: A doubles event will be organized. The teams will enter 

onsite at the referee. There will be just one mixed event for both girls and boys. Teams 

can consist of 2 girls or 2 boys or one boy and one girls. The draw will be eliminatory 

and the scoring system will be a tiebreak until 10. 

C. CONSOLATIONS GREEN LEVEL: all the players who didn’t qualified for semifinale 

can enter onsite for consolations. The consolations will be a standard Tenis10 

tournament with mixed groups and tiebreak scoring system. Players will be split into 

equal groups. Depending on the number of entries some of them will qualify for the 

eliminatory draw (usually 3 or 4 teams will qualify to eliminatory draw). 

D. ORANGE AND RED LEVELS: all players will be split into equal mixed groups. 

Depending of the number of players in groups a tiebreak of 7 or 10 points will be 

played and some players will qualify to eliminatory draw (usually 3 or 4 players will 

qualify to eliminatory draw). 

 

Entries: Entries will be made online              through www.tenis10.ro. Players who are 

not registered in the system can               enter by completing the form which can be 

acces by clicking here.  

 

Entry deadline: 

18.07.2015. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.tenis10.ro/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1-2uXwyd7WOxxI-qHGZNPK_BRqypNiH_vwLL0W5QRGVo/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1-2uXwyd7WOxxI-qHGZNPK_BRqypNiH_vwLL0W5QRGVo/viewform


 
 
 
 
 

22-24 July 2016, Super10 Cup Albena 
International Kids Tournament 

 

Official Hotels: 

 

A. Hotel "Kom"- all inclusive; 73 leva per adult person in double room, 95 leva per 

adult person in single room. For           children from 2 to 12 years is free, for the 

second child there is a discount             70% of adult price.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Entry fees:  

Green  20 euro All players who are not registered 

into tenis10.ro system will have to 

pay a system fee of 10 euro 

Orange 10 euro 

Red 10 euro 

 

Prizes: All participants will receive a diploma for participanting and gifts. The winners of 

the first three places will receive sports materials. 

 

Schedule of the tournament: 

Friday: 
16:00 First round of mathces in groups for green 

level 
Doubles entries are 

opening on Friday and 

are closing by 14:00 hrs 

on Saturday. The draws 

will be made 

immediately after 

closing the entries. 

 

Saturday: 

08:30 Second round of matches in groups for green 

level 

12:30 Third round of matches in groups for green 

level 

17:00 Doubles draw 

20:00 Prize ceremony for doubles 

 

Sunday: 

09:00 Boys semifinals 

09:45 Girls semifinals 

10:30 Boys finals 

11:15 Girls finals 

12:00 Prize ceremony 

14:00 Tenis10 tournament for red and 

orange 

The green level players not qualified for 

semifinals will play a consolation event 

starting at 09:00 hrs. 

 

Organizing committee: 

 
Tournament Director Ruslan Yordanov 00359 888 605 410 yordanov@albena.bg 

Referee Eugen Ganescu 0040 752 133 144 eugen.ganescu@mpg.com.ro 

Organizer Iliya Atanasov 00359 885 853 743 iliya.atanasov@albena.bg 

Organizer Mihai Dinita 0040 733 937 951 mihai.dinita@mpg.com.ro 
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22-24 July 2016, Super10 Cup Albena 
International Kids Tournament 

B. Hotel “Kompas” - all inclusive; 60 leva per adult person in double room, 78 leva 

per adult person in single room. For children from 2 to 12 years is free, for the 

second child there is a discount 70% of adult price 

C. Hotel "Panorama" &  Hotel "Orhideya" - all inclusive; 71 leva per adult person in 

double room, 92 leva per adult person in single room. For children from 2 to 12 

years is free, for the second child there is a discount 70% of adult price. 

D. Hotel "Magnoliya" - all inclusive; 63 leva per adult person in double room, 82 leva 

per adult person in single room. For children from 2 to 12 years is free, for the 

second child there is a discount 70% of adult price 
 

Reservations requests will be made by email to Mr Iliya Atanasov 

iliya.atanasov@albena.bg 

 

mailto:iliya.atanasov@albena.bg

